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Australia has always been dependent on foreign investment to build infrastructure, develop industries and provide jobs. In the epicentre of a financial crisis and global economic uncertainty, it is vital Australia remains an attractive destination for foreign capital. But there is uncertainty about the regulatory system and whether it facilitates or blocks investment. The symposium will look at the Australian investment climate, motivations behind foreign investment, the players seeking to invest, their objectives and the barriers they face.

The Australian Open Investment Future papers series is designed to discuss the changing international foreign investment environment and what Australia needs to do to attract the investment to promote economic growth. The papers series will be supported by a symposium on the 4th of December 2008 that will bring together Australian and international experts to discuss these important issues.
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Executive Summary

The current international economic uncertainty provides Australia with challenges and opportunities. As the latest UNCTAD World Investment Prospects Survey points out, investors are expressing greater caution about investing globally. The survey reveals that global financial instability is negatively affecting foreign direct investment (FDI) plans, leading to a reduction in global investment of about 10 per cent for 2008.

Smaller numbers of multinational company executives are reporting large increases in their expected global investment spending. The survey also shows that almost half of multinational company executives are worried about foreign investment deregulation by governments.

Amidst this uncertainty, Australia’s inherent advantages should allow it to market itself as a ‘safe haven’ investment destination capable of delivering the best economic return. Yet, we are going in the opposite direction with Australia falling behind as a favoured investment location according to the UNCTAD prospects survey.

Despite common perceptions and liberalisation since the 1970s, Australia’s FDI regulatory framework remains restrictive. The Commonwealth government screens large FDI projects against a ‘national interest’ test on a case by case basis, with no legislative definition. Doing so generates uncertainty to potential investors. Current regulatory restrictions are a significant barrier inhibiting Australia’s potential to attain more foreign capital.

It has long been established in economic policy that rules must be open, transparent and predictable to give businesses certainty about their decisions. The Australian FDI policy framework runs contrary to this. Instead of predictable results, Australia’s statutory investment regime opens the door for significant political discretion over project approvals, leads to possible delays in investments, and fuels uncertainty amongst foreign investors about government attitudes towards FDI.

Political and community concerns have been raised about Chinese investment in Australia, notably in the growing mining sector. In February 2008, the Treasurer outlined six additional principles to apply to investments by sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) and state owned enterprises (SOEs). These are providing more, not less, uncertainty to investors by introducing prejudice into a non discriminatory FDI policy.

Australia’s restrictions on foreign investment are directly impacting on its attractiveness as an investment destination. The OECD has assessed that Australia has one of the most restrictive FDI regimes in the developed world. Australia’s regime is only less restrictive than those of Iceland and Mexico.

If Australia wants to attract more investment in a capital constrained world, it must re-assess its performance as a FDI destination. It also needs to come to grips with the realities of new sources of investment, including SOEs and SWFs. As investors they are not unique and are subject to market scrutiny, as are other forms of investment.
Australia needs to free up its FDI policy to attain more global capital in an uncertain environment. Some strategies proposed include:

- Raising investment thresholds for all FDI proposals to those currently applying to investments from the US;
- Removal of politically sensitive sectors from legislation, encouraging new sources of investment flows into Australia; and
- Removal of FDI guidelines for SWFs and SOEs, removing uncertainty about government attitudes to capital inflow from these investment classes and ensuring that domestic laws do their job.

Foreign investment has allowed Australia to achieve world class living standards and economic prosperity. But continuing investment flows should not be taken for granted. By turning away from ‘capital protectionism’, Australia can attract more FDI and become a ‘safe haven’ for investors in more uncertain economic times.
Introduction

It has been consistently argued by economists that foreign investment has played a vital role in Australia’s long term economic development. As noted by the former Commonwealth Treasury Secretary, Ted Evans, ‘it is a fact that, for all of its modern history, Australia has borrowed from abroad – our prosperity has been built on foreign investment’.1

For all the positive economic effects of foreign investment for Australia – such as an expansion in productive capacity, local employment opportunities, and the transfer of new technologies, work practices and skills – there remains a reservoir of community concern about alleged adverse consequences of such phenomena. Chief among these concerns are a perceived loss of national sovereignty as a consequence of foreign investment. In apparent acknowledgement of the concerns, Australia has maintained formal regulations governing the flows of investment from foreign sources since the 1970s.

This paper seeks to critique the impact of current regulations on foreign direct investment (FDI). FDI refers to the investment in assets by a foreign entity for the purpose of control. If Australia is to forge ahead as a leading destination for such investment in the growing Asia-Pacific region, it must improve its investment performance. Improving the regulatory framework for FDI has now reached greater urgency as a consequence of the credit-constrained international economic climate.

International economic conditions and foreign investment: Australia’s opportunity

The global economy is in a precarious position. The US economy is mired in financial problems that first emerged in subprime mortgage lending, but which have now spread much more broadly throughout its financial sector.

Other countries are feeling the effects of the US economic contagion – including through tighter international credit markets, and weak business and consumer sentiment, translating into slower economic activity. Australia is facing contradictory economic pressures of an economic slowdown against continuing strong growth in Australia’s major Asian trading partners, driving increases in the terms of trade and contributing to inflationary pressures domestically.

These events may have an important effect on foreign investment flows going forward, presenting new challenges and opportunities for Australia in attracting FDI in the future.

International economic uncertainties could moderate foreign investor activities

A more unstable macroeconomic environment seems to be having a negative effect on global investment plans. This could lead either to investors restricting their plans only to projects with the highest returns, or the cancellation or deferral of investments. Alternatively, a more uncertain macroeconomic environment could encourage investors to invest in ‘safe haven’ locations with the best guarantee of an economic return.2

Important insights into the FDI outlook can be gleaned from an annual survey of global investment conditions by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Investment (UNCTAD). The latest World Investment Prospects Survey gauges expected foreign investment patterns for 2008-10, and is based on a sample of 5,000 multinational companies. The survey findings are subject to review and analysis by academics, consultants and investment attraction agencies prior to publication.

According to the survey, the global economic downturn and financial instability have made the latest multinational corporate investors more cautious about their medium-term FDI ambitions. About half of the respondents suggested that the possibility of a global economic downturn represents a significant additional threat to their ongoing investment plans. Close to 40 per cent of respondents reported that the instability flowing from US economic conditions has had a significantly negative impact on their investment plans for the next three years.

Other elements of the latest World Investment Prospects Survey appear to confirm these sentiments. FDI plans have been revised downwards compared to last year’s survey – only 21 per cent of companies anticipate a ‘large’ increase in their investment expenditures globally over the next three years, compared with 32 per cent in the survey of the year before. The proportion of those companies which only plan a ‘moderate increase’ has risen to 48 per cent from 38 per cent in the previous survey.

While it is difficult to ascertain the full impact of global macroeconomic instability on international capital flows, one source recently estimated a reduction in annualised global FDI in the order of ten per cent for 2008 compared to the previous year.3 In a further signal of a recent slowdown in foreign investment activity, UNCTAD reported a reduction in the number of greenfield investment globally of about two per cent during the first quarter of 2008 compared to the same period in 2007.4 These preliminary results imply a more cautious attitude toward global investment by multinational corporations in recent months.

An important issue raised by a recent survey relates to concerns about more prescriptive FDI regulation. The UNCTAD World Investment Prospects Survey for 2008-10 shows that 48 per cent of responding multinational company executives are worried about the risk of negative changes in countries’ investment regimes.5 Other surveys report similar concerns about ‘capital account protectionism’, driven by, for example, rising hostility against direct investment by foreign interests (including government-owned entities) in local companies.
**Australia should position itself as a safe haven for international capital**

Australia has managed to attract extra foreign capital stock over the past 25 years – increasing from about $25 billion in 1980-81 to about $347 billion in 2006-07 (or from about 18 per cent of GDP to about 33 per cent). However, the more uncertain global economic situation is likely to have a very real impact on Australia’s economic growth through reduced foreign investment. Challenges and opportunities abound in the current environment.

The UN studies indicate that some contradictory trends are pressing on Australia’s international investment performance. Survey data shows that representatives of multinational corporations appear less certain about investing in Australia (and other countries such as Japan, New Zealand and some original European Union countries). In the latest UNCTAD survey of the foreign investment outlook, Australia has lost some ground compared to other countries such as Germany and Indonesia (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Ten most attractive countries for the location of foreign investment](image)

1. Based on percentage of responses to UNCTAD World Investment Prospects Survey

Although the survey report does not provide reasons behind weakening sentiment for Australia as a FDI destination, respondents broadly identify a range of risk factors to global investment going forward. These include a global economic downturn, financial instability, inflation risks, as well as unfavourable changes in FDI policy regimes. Some of these factors could be pertinent to Australia’s situation.

That said, Australia remains in the top ten of most attractive countries in which to invest through to 2010, while the East, South and South-East Asian regions remain favourable FDI destinations. In addition, a high demand for natural resources (such as minerals) is expected to attract capital from foreign sources.

How Australia reconciles these competing trends will be critical in attracting FDI. A case can be put forward that Australia can position itself as a global ‘safe haven’ for foreign investors seeking profitable destinations in which to invest.

Whereas domestic growth is expected to moderate somewhat, it appears that most of the problems directly associated with the financial system meltdown internationally have not substantially affected domestic financial institutions to date. Together with general political stability and a highly-skilled workforce, these positive factors could put Australia in a position to potentially secure even more capital.

However, continuing flows of foreign capital cannot be taken for granted. As will be discussed below, the prospect for Australia transforming its FDI potential into reality will critically depend on its foreign investment policy regime.

**Destination Australia? Clarifying perceptions and realities**

The success of countries to attract FDI, both currently and in the future, partly depends on the barriers and restrictions imposed on investments. However, the true extent to which Australia has realised a liberal foreign investment regime has long been the subject of policy debate.

Policymakers frequently claim that Australian FDI policy is relatively liberal by its nature. In a July 2008 speech to the Australia-China Business Council, the Commonwealth Treasurer Wayne Swan said that ‘Australia is an open, liberal nation that makes its living through trade with the rest of the world … It follows that we have an open and welcoming approach to foreign investment’.

Complementing these espoused principles is the notion that Australian FDI policy does not discriminate between investors. Recently the Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd, said Australian foreign investment regulation is ‘non-discriminatory. We have had foreign investment from Japan and Korea and the US and Great Britain for decades on a large scale’.

It is important to critically assess these statements, given that the uncertain world macroeconomic situation means that Australia will have to compete more aggressively against other nations for available international capital.

**Australian FDI policy opens the door for arbitrary political influence over investment**

Australia has a formal foreign investment policy under the Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975 (the Act), and accompanying regulations. Concerns have been raised that this allows the Commonwealth government either to block much-needed large foreign investments, or change proposals in ways originally unintended by investors.

The Act establishes pre-screening processes for major investment applications, defined as any purchase by a foreign entity, and any associates, of more than 15 per cent of an Australian company, or by several foreign entities of more than 40 per cent in aggregate. Investors are obliged to notify government of their proposal, prior to...
commencement, if it exceeds a set of monetary thresholds including:

- acquisitions of substantial interests in an Australian business where the value of its gross assets, or the proposal values it, in excess of $100 million;
- proposals to establish new businesses involving a total investment of $10 million or more;
- takeovers of offshore companies whose Australian subsidiaries or gross assets exceed $200 million and represent less than 50 per cent of global assets.\(^5\)

There are additional restrictions on sensitive industries such as airports, banking, media, residential real estate, telecommunications and transport (civil aviation and shipping).

Applications for major foreign investments in Australia are assessed by the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB). FIRB is an arm of the Commonwealth Treasury and final decisions of FIRB rest with the Commonwealth Treasurer. The legislation requires the FIRB to assess an application within 30 days (although this can be formally extended up to 90 days).

The government assesses large foreign investment projects in accordance with a ‘national interest’ test. Importantly, there is no definition of ‘national interest’ under the Act. In effect, ‘national interest’ is determined by the government of the day and is interpreted on a case-by-case basis.

However, determining ‘national interest’ is not without precedent. A government report on the recent history of the Australian foreign investment regime states that ‘the Government determines what is ‘contrary to the national interest’ under the Act. In effect, ‘national interest’ is determined by the government of the day and is interpreted on a case-by-case basis.\(^5\)

In effect, it is claimed that under the Australian FDI regime ‘decisions on foreign investment become politicised and tend to reflect the views and prejudices of the median or ‘swinging’ voter, regardless of how much or how little they know about foreign investment or the economic trade-offs that are involved in restricting it’.\(^5\)

As an alternative to blocking FDI entry, the Treasurer can reserve the right to impose conditions on a major foreign investment proposal in order for it to be approved. According to a recent study, about 30 per cent of all proposals approved, by value, by the FIRB have terms and conditions imposed on them. This seems to be an inordinately high percentage given the claims that Australia has an avowedly liberalised FDI regulatory regime, and belies the publicly stated ‘general presumption … that [unamended] foreign investment proposals will generally serve the national interest’.\(^6\)

In practice, some FDI applications are likely to be withdrawn before the screening process is completed. The FIRB does not publish details of either the applications that are subsequently resubmitted in a modified form, after having being withdrawn, or the investment that is permanently foregone as a consequence of withdrawal. However, a study by ITS Global estimates that the economic cost of withdrawn investment could be as high as $1.5 billion per annum.\(^7\)

There could also be some commercially viable, internationally footloose investments that bypass Australia altogether in favour of countries without screening processes. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to estimate foregone investment as a consequence of the FDI screening policy regime. Nonetheless, it is likely there will be some investors who overlook Australia precisely for this reason.

**Potential delays to foreign investment approval could have severe consequences**

Another consideration is the likelihood that screening processes by the regulator under the Australian FDI regime may be time-consuming and subject to considerable delays. As noted above, the FIRB is obligated under legislation to deliver a ruling within 30 days, with an option for a decision to be extended to 90 days.\(^8\)

Apart from the potential cost of any delays to the investor, the screening period may also fuel speculation about the attitudes of the government towards FDI. For example, in recent months, there have been reports of the FIRB encouraging some investment bids in the Australian resources sector from Chinese SOEs to be temporarily shelved. The Wall Street Journal Asia recently reported that ‘market watchers believe Labor has been acting to slow investment without publicly opposing Chinese investors, while it decides how to deal with the wave of Chinese government-backed deals’.\(^9\)

The magnitude of foregone investment opportunities cannot be known with certainty. However, questions surrounding the political attitude towards certain types of investors, or the proposed sectoral destination of their investments, could deter a number of otherwise commercially viable foreign investments taking place in Australia altogether.

The Treasurer has stated his awareness of the need to provide procedural fairness to all applicants, and this means ‘taking appropriate time to consider proposals’.\(^10\) Nonetheless, there is a need to balance the screening process (as problematic as it is) against the potential cost delays in a global capital market invariably governed by the practical concept of ‘time is money’.

**Recent additions to FDI regulation could lead to confusion among investors**

Australian FDI policy has also come under greater scrutiny because of adverse political and community reactions to a growing number of investment applications from China. This has recently culminated in an announcement of extra FDI regulation, adding complexity to a process already marked by political discretion over large investments.

Concerns have been raised by the political elite and general community alike regarding the rising Chinese FDI in Australian mining. The Commonwealth Treasurer ex-
pressed the view in July 2008 that:

Australian governments – now as in the past – are particularly attentive when the proposed investor in an Australian resource is also the buyer of that resource or linked with the buyer of that resource. … it follows that as the proposed participation by a consumer of the resource increases to the point of control over pricing and production, and especially when the resource in question is already developed and forms a major part of the total resource, or where the market disciplines applying to public companies are absent, I will look more carefully at whether the proposal is in Australia’s national interest.21

The Western Australian Premier, Colin Barnett, in late September 2008 stated that ‘Australia could be overwhelmed by the weight of Chinese investment. … I believe Australia as a whole needs to agree on the rules of the game with this Chinese demand. I think we do need to make sure we do keep it manageable, that we don’t lose control of our own economic development, in other words’.22

According to a recent survey conducted by the Lowy Institute, these concerns appear to be keenly felt amongst the general Australian community.23 About 78 per cent of respondents opposed major foreign investments by companies, banks or investment funds controlled by the Chinese government. In general, 90 per cent of those surveyed believed that the Commonwealth government has a responsibility to ensure that major Australian companies are kept in Australian control.

The Commonwealth government and the Treasurer have responded to these concerns. In February 2008, an additional six policy guiding principles on investment by government-owned or controlled entities were outlined:

- An investor’s operations are independent from the relevant foreign government.
- An investor is subject to and adheres to the law and observes common standards of business behaviour.
- An investment may hinder competition or lead to undue concentration or control in the industry or sectors concerned.
- An investment may impact on Australian Government revenue or other policies.
- An investment may impact on Australia’s national security.
- An investment may impact on the operations and directions of an Australian business, as well as its contribution to the Australian economy and broader community.24

These guidelines state that ‘proposed investments by foreign governments and their agencies (e.g. SOEs and SWFs) are assessed on the same basis as private sector proposals. National interest implications are determined on a case-by-case basis. However, the fact that these investors are owned or controlled by a foreign government raises additional factors that must also be examined’.25

This addition to the FDI policy regime raises further uncertainty about the conduct of foreign investment policy, in particular towards Chinese investment. It contradicts the repeated assertions of the government that Australia’s FDI regime is non-discriminatory towards all-comers, since China’s investment proposals would invariably come under the class of investments subject to the additional six principles.

Furthermore, as nebulous as the current national interest test may be, it could be argued that ‘the a priori identification of a class of investment proposals as deserving of special scrutiny introduces an element of pre-judgement into the foreign investment review process’.26 Another argument is that, to some extent, the six principles outlined in February 2008 may duplicate controls that already exist.27

Does the OECD FDI index shed any light on these questions?

Foreign investment screening restrictions seems to drive Australia’s high score against an OECD benchmark measure of regulatory restrictions on FDI, based on an earlier study by the Productivity Commission.28

The measure, referred to as the ‘regulatory restrictiveness index’, aims to capture the extent of discrimination against foreign investors compared to domestic investors in a given country. The restrictions covered by the restrictiveness index can be broadly classified into entry and post-entry operational restrictions.

The indicators take into consideration the following potential restrictions:

- Equity restrictions: Discriminatory barriers to entry in the form of limitations on foreign ownership, typically in the form of limiting the share of companies’ equity capital in a sector that non-residents are permitted to hold;
- Screening restrictions: Special screening procedures which only apply to foreign investors, such as prior approval of FDI and stipulations that investors must demonstrate the economic benefits of their project; and
- Operational restrictions: Post-entry management and other operational restrictions imposed on the foreign investor, for example stipulations that nationals or residents must form a majority of the board of directors of a firm subject to foreign investor interest.
These direct foreign investment restrictions can either be across-the-board, applying to all sectors, or sector-specific. Weights are applied to these three elements of FDI restrictions when determining the final index results for OECD countries.

The OECD index measures FDI restrictiveness on a zero-to-one scale, with zero representing full openness and a score of one reflecting a prohibition of foreign investment. Stringency is first calculated at the industry level (covering nine sectors), and then a weighted national average is obtained using FDI and trade weights.29

According to the latest FDI regulatory restrictiveness index results, Australia has the most restrictive foreign investment policy regime of all OECD countries except Iceland and Mexico (Figure 2).30 The FIRB screening processes are pivotal to Australia’s final index score – the abolition of the screening policy, with other country policies held constant, would reduce Australia’s score, and place it toward the middle range of OECD countries.31

A number of caveats have been expressed regarding the OECD index methodology. The index reports on statutory FDI restrictions only and does not incorporate the effect of actual investment approval outcomes, including upon investor sentiment. In addition, it does not measure the stringency of actual enforcement of FDI regulations. For example, as noted by the OECD, ‘the stringency implied by screening requirements could be particularly variable across countries. Moreover, some countries may be more forthcoming than others in self-reporting their restrictions’.32

These issues pose a significant limitation on the results. For example, the OECD observes that intra-European Union (EU) FDI flows are completely unrestricted. Presumably, this has some impact on the relatively low index scores registered for a number of EU countries. However, there are important practical differences in restrictions imposed by various EU countries on non-EU investors that may not be reflected in final index scores.

In addition, broader features of the institutional environment – that equally affect domestic and foreign investors – are not considered, with the exception of state monopoly enterprises.33 Therefore, issues such as regulations of financial, labour and product markets, and other policies, are not considered in the development of the OECD index results.

It is noted that the OECD measure only covers a limited range of industries in the services, manufacturing and utilities sectors. Importantly for Australia it excludes activities such as mining: ‘because opportunities for investment in energy, such as oil and gas, vary considerably across countries depending on their natural endowments, energy other than electricity is not covered by the index. The ex-

---

**Figure 2: OECD FDI Regulatory Restrictiveness Index scores**

clusion of other primary sectors, such as mining, may distort countries’ relative restrictiveness indicators.\(^3\)\(^4\)

The final index results are also affected by the quality of information on FDI restrictions made available to the OECD. The transformation of qualitative information into a single metric, or set of metric indicators, is invariably a difficult exercise that relies on judgement.

Finally, the construction of (ultimately subjective) weights attached to the different forms of regulation may also affect the results. In particular, ownership restrictions are accorded a relatively greater weight on the basis that foreign ownership is a necessary condition for FDI. However, in certain countries, other forms of statutory regulation could be more important than an equity requirement in influencing foreign investment levels.

These caveats imply that the OECD regulatory restrictiveness index results alone are insufficient to predict the attractiveness of specific countries to foreign investors, and should therefore be treated with caution. However, in the absence of better alternatives, the OECD measure does lend at least some weight to the argument expressed in this paper that Australia’s statutory FDI regulations are potentially quite restrictive in theory, if not in practice.

More capital welcome!: A strategy to free up capital flows into Australia

To attract additional FDI, and help avert the impact of weaker foreign investor sentiment in the next two years, Australia should continue to liberalise its foreign investment policy. This will also ensure that political agents and their bureaucrats play a reduced role in determining what FDI projects should take place.

**Raise thresholds for all FDI proposals to those that apply for US investors**

Thresholds are set at higher levels for US entities wishing to investment in Australia under the terms of the Australia-United States Free Trade Agreement (AUSFTA). For proposed FDI in prescribed sensitive sectors, or by an entity controlled by a US government, the threshold for FIRB notification is $105 million. In all other cases, the threshold is $913 million – a substantial increase compared to the general threshold requirement applying to FDI from other countries.

In 2006, the Commonwealth government amended the Act to provide for higher thresholds for US entities, and for these levels to be indexed annually. The government also raised the general asset value threshold from $50 million to $100 million, and the offshore takeovers threshold increased from $50 million to $200 million.\(^3\)\(^1\)

However, the government declined the opportunity to extend the relevant FIRB thresholds for US investments to FDI proposals from all countries. It is now an opportune time to equalise the general foreign investment thresholds to those applicable to the AUSFTA. Indexation of the thresholds is also desirable. This will not only ensure a non-discriminatory approach to FDI, but also restrict the government’s screening process to very large investments only.

**Remove investment restrictions on politically sensitive sectors**

As noted above, the government’s FDI policy guidelines incorporate guidelines on ‘national interest’ matters in rela-

---

**Box 1: Foreign investment guidelines for selected prescribed sensitive sectors**

**Banking**

Foreign investment in the banking sector needs to comply with banking legislation and government policy. For new foreign owned banks wishing to enter Australia, the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) must be satisfied that the bank and its home supervisor are of sufficient standing, and are willing to comply with APRA prudential supervision regulations.

**Civil aviation**

Unless contrary to the ‘national interest’, foreign persons (including airlines) could expect approval to acquire up to 100 per cent equity in an Australian airline, other than Qantas. Similarly, approval could be expected to acquire up to 49 per cent of the equity in an Australian international carrier (except Qantas), individually or in aggregate.

In the case of Qantas, total foreign ownership is restricted to a maximum of 49 per cent in aggregate, with individual holdings limited to 25 per cent and aggregate ownership by foreign airlines to 35 per cent. Other criteria must be satisfied relating to the nationality of board members and the operational location of the enterprise.

**Airports**

For airports offered for sale by the Commonwealth, the Airports Act 1996 stipulates a 49 per cent foreign ownership limit.

---

**Source:** FIRB, Annual Report 2006-07. (Canberra: Commonwealth of Australia, 2008)
tion to a range of sectors regarded as sensitive. For example, the government applies additional restrictions on the foreign acquisition of residential real estate, commercial real estate, rural land, accommodation facilities, and urban land corporations and trusts. Other sectors with extra restrictions include airports, banking, media, telecommunications and transport (civil aviation and shipping) (Box 1).

In terms of US investments under the AUSFTA, the range of prescribed sensitive sectors and activities have been extended to include defence and security technologies, uranium or plutonium extraction, operation of nuclear facilities, and rail and port infrastructure.

According to the latest FIRB annual report, ‘reflecting community concerns, specific restrictions on foreign investments are in force in more sensitive sectors’. In other words, the nomination of sensitive sectors explicitly reflect a political response to voter demands that FDI be restricted in certain parts of the economy, rather than any economic issues per se.

It is the case that some other OECD countries impose additional restrictions on foreign investments in certain industries. However, given the likely intensification of competition for FDI over the next two years, Australia would benefit from the removal of prescribed sensitive sectors from the Act. Australians would benefit from the additional economic benefits gained from additional foreign investment in the sectors subject to liberalisation.

In some instances, the proposal to remove FDI regulations applying to politically sensitive sectors will require offsetting policy adjustments by governments. For example, the liberalisation of foreign investment arrangements for real estate should be matched by measures to improve housing supply. In particular, State and local governments should streamline their development approval processes and zoning laws to ensure that additional supply meets the expected additional demand for housing from foreign interests.

**Remove FDI policy principles applying to investments by government entities**

There is also a case for removing the February 2008 guidelines on FDI by foreign government entities from Australia's foreign investment regime. There are reports suggesting that these guidelines have created uncertainty in some segments of the foreign investment market. An executive of Shenhua Group, a Chinese coal mining SOE, was reported to have said in June 2008 that ‘Chinese companies have got a kind of feeling that we are encountering unfair policies. We don’t want any preferential policies, we just want fair and open competition’. Others have perceived the guidelines to be part of a broader push by the Commonwealth to discourage investments by Chinese SWFs and SOEs. For example, the Wall Street Journal Asia recently reported that ‘market watchers believe Labor has been acting to slow investment without publicly opposing Chinese investors, while it decides how to deal with the wave of Chinese government-backed deals’.

The Treasurer’s FDI principles seem to be founded on a concern that SWFs and SOEs are funded, and can be underwritten by, taxpayers and are beholden to the decisions of political masters. In comparison, private firms undertaking investment are accountable to their shareholders and are directly responsive to competitive market forces through the profit-and-loss mechanism.

However, there has been precious little evidence to suggest that SWF and SOE investors in other countries have not been motivated to pursue commercially prudent FDI decisions. Regarding the case of a SWF, Stoeckel observed that even ‘if a fund pursues a non-commercial agenda, which then proved detrimental to the interests of its host, it would be running the risk that all future foreign investments it proposed would be rejected’. A similar principle can apply in the case of an SOE intending to invest capital in Australia.

In addition, the value that the foreign investor places on the firm’s assets, and any subsequent operations of an Australian firm with the injection of foreign SWF or SOE capital, will be the subject of continuous market testing in domestic and global economies.

Accepting the case that most FDI projects by SWFs and SOEs are commercially motivated, there would seem to be little point in Australia setting up additional FDI policies to block any proposed foreign investment by these entities subject to the observance of domestic laws and business standards.

All foreign investments, regardless of source, are subject to Commonwealth, State and local government laws. This should be sufficient to ensure that a foreign SOE investor will not create monopolistic industry conditions, evade taxes or abrogate corporate or other legal standards in Australia. The fact that these domestic policies exist effectively renders a number of the principles outlined by Treasurer Swan superfluous.

There are suggestions that the new guidelines are fuelling uncertainty amongst certain foreign investors, potentially harming Australia’s capacity to attain more FDI inflow.

Ultimately, whether the board and shareholders of a privately owned Australian corporation wishes to entertain a proposal for acquisition of its assets by a foreign SWF or SOE should be a matter for the individual corporation, not of the Australian government. It is therefore an unnecessary addition to government bureaucracy that the FIRB should be accorded extra functions to test foreign SWF and SOE investment applications.

**Conclusion**

Foreign direct investment is a powerful form of international economic integration that delivers gains to both parties according to the principle of comparative advantage. Along with international trade and the opening of financial markets, FDI has allowed Australia to achieve world-class living standards and economic prosperity.

The economic uncertainties currently afflicting the world do not necessarily cast ‘gloom and doom’ for Australia in every respect. A window of opportunity for Australia to become a ‘safe haven’ for FDI in the Asia-Pacific region is now open. If Australia is so willing, it can position itself for investment excellence by seeking more foreign
capital relative to the levels acquired in the past.

However, it cannot do so without removing cumbersome regulatory restrictions on foreign investment inflows. Indeed, Australians should not accept lower levels of foreign capital, and through it lower economic growth, because of regulatory restrictions through ambiguous ‘national interest’ tests or the institution of additional tests that could reduce investment from growing Asian economies. Australia would do well to pare back the role of the FIRB and the Commonwealth Treasurer in investment determination.

It is only until such time that Australia embraces the concept of free capital, and eschews the ‘low road’ of capital protectionism, that it can genuinely be an attractive destination for capital investment.
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